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Introduction
Since the advent of Bitcoin and the ever evolving landscape that is cryptocurrency, people the world
over have been focused on making money, and fast! Stories of millionaires and billionaires, day after
day.
But VOYCEToken plans to change the game. It's time to give a little back. With every transaction, a 9%
fee applies, and it is with the proceeds of these transactional fees that VOYCEToken can help so many
around the world.
VOYCEToken is a crypto token launching on the Binance Smart Chain. A 9% transaction fee will reward
holders and donate significant sums to charity.
VOYCE - A VOICE FOR THE HOMELESS
The VOYCEToken Protocol is a community driven, DeFi Token. It's that simple!
Our extensive technical roadmap (to include wallets, apps, online retail partnerships and public charity
voting platforms along with a brand new decentralised Blockchain) will bring us on a steady journey of
growth over the coming years. With a dedicated and experienced team, passionate about aiding
Homeless Charities around the globe, VOYCEToken is very excited about the future. Want to help us
make a difference?
To achieve our goals VOYCEToken will abide by the following 4 CORE VALUES.
1. CHARITY
Charity was and will always be the number one reason for the creation of VOYCEToken. With as
many as 1.6 billion people lacking adequate housing around the world, we have ALOT of work to do.
2. COMMUNITY
We need community spirit to make this work. As our community grows, so too will our ability to
make a change. Together we can make the world a little better for those without a home, those
without a voice.
3. TRANSPARENCY
The team behind VOYCEToken are committed to ensuring all donations are transparent. Along with
all donations being transparent, we will be fully audited both technically and financially by
independent 3rd parties. All data will be made fully available to our community and the wider public.
4. LONGEVITY
Our technical roadmap WILL ensure longevity for VOYCEToken. We will continue to develop out
real-world use-cases for the token. We also expect to involve our community in these decisions
through a public voting forum for VOYCEToken holders.
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Global Homelessness

Every country in the world suffers from homelessness. Why? Is there not enough wealth and resources
on the planet to ensure a level playing field? Of course there is. But unfortunately, we sometimes forget
that just around the corner is another homeless man, woman or child. It’s sometimes easier not to look.
It’s sometimes easier not to listen. It’s sometimes easier not to speak. It’s always easy to find someone
to blame.
It’s not so easy to stop and realise, “WE MUST MAKE A CHANGE”.
Based on national reports, it's estimated that no less than 150 million people, or about 2 percent of the
world's population, are homeless to some extent. However, about 1.6 billion, more than 20 percent of
the world's population, lack adequate housing.
1 in 5 people on the planet lack adequate housing.
Let that sink in for a moment!

VOYCEToken is determined to help make that change. With your help, we can positively impact the lives
of countless homeless around the world. It won’t be easy, in fact it will be very difficult. But it WILL be
worth it.

With 4% of every transaction of VOYCEToken going towards aiding homeless charities, we WILL make a
difference. Help us grow our community. Help us fulfil our mission. We need you.
The homeless need you.
To find out more, visit our website: https://www.voycetoken.com
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VOYCE Ecosystem
Our vision of technology within the world of crypto is very ambitious. In fact it is one of the most
ambitious tech infrastructures of any crypto token on the market. WHY? Because without real world
utility, we will just fall into the category of ‘almost ran’ along with thousands of other tokens. We are
determined to ensure token longevity for our community.
We are not just building technology. We are creating an entire ecosystem. Each of our platforms will
add an integral function to our infrastructure.
To achieve our goals, 2% of each transaction will be used to research and develop each of our
technology milestones along with the marketing of these platforms to the global crypto audience.
The following technology platforms will be developed as the VOYCEToken community grows.

VOYCEVote
Expected Rollout -– (Q4 2021)
This is a simple yet hugely important platform. To ensure
transparency every step of the way, we want to involve our
community. Each and every VOYCEToken Wallet holder will be
entitled to cast their vote on topics such as:




Which charity should receive donations?
Features for each of our technology platforms.

Not only do we aim to give the homeless a voice, but we aim to
give our community a voice.

VOYCEWallet
Expected Rollout -– (Q1 2022)
This will be the official crypto wallet of VOYCEToken.
You will be able to send and receive VOYCEToken and many other
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum etc.
This will be made available in both iOS and Android
app stores for free.
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VOYCEChain
Expected Rollout -– (Q3 2022)
Building our own Blockchain is one of our
biggest goals, but a necessary one if we want to
create a sustainable and ever-growing utility for
VOYCEToken.
This will allow us to bring VOYCEToken to a
completely new level when it comes to utility.

VOYCEMarket
Expected Rollout -– (Q4 2022)
Our vision for VOYCEMarket is two-fold.
Firstly, we want to create real-world utility for VOYCEToken.
To do this we will be partnering with online platforms to allow
our wallet holders to purchase products and services using
VOYCEToken.
Secondly, we will create a marketplace on our VOYCEChain
allowing you to trade NFT’s. VOYCEToken will be the primary
currency used to trade these NFT’s.
For those of you who are not aware of what an NFT is:
Non-fungible token.



A way to represent anything unique as a VOYCEChain
based asset.
These will be powered by smart contracts on the
VOYCEChain.
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VOYCEPay
Expected Rollout -– (2023)
This is the ultimate in crypto utility.
Fintech has evolved dramatically in the past 10
years and as a result, technologies like Apple
Pay are now commonplace.
VOYCEPay will allow any VOYCEToken holder to
spend their tokens at any retail point of sale.
But we want to go one step further and allow
you to withdraw fiat currency from an ATM
globally.

This is a highly regulated space and no easy task, however, with the right technology partnerships and
community drive, we can and will make this happen.
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Tokenomics
With every transaction, a 9% fee applies.
It is with the proceeds of this fee that VOYCEToken can help so many around the world.

Distribution
This transactional fee will be distributed as follows.

Token Burn
Countless tokens on the market burn tokens from each transaction. This is an attempt to increase wallet
holders by telling them the price will drive up due to decreased supply. However, the team behind
VOYCEToken disagree with this logic. Burning tokens from each transaction only serves one definitive
purpose. That is to ensure the token has an expiration date. At some point in the future that token will
become worthless.
VOYCEToken is taking a very different approach. We will NOT burn any tokens from the transactions.
WHY? Because we want our token to have a long and healthy life. Our tech roadmap ensures we will
have utility and longevity for VOYCEToken. We will however do a one-time only burn of any unsold
tokens in the pre-sale to ensure a fair playing field.

Token Supply
There will be a capped supply of 1 Trillion VOYCETokens.

Liquidity Pool Locking
Trust plays a vital role with every new Crypto Token. This is why VOYCEToken is locking the Liquidity
Pool initially for 1 month and then in increments of 6 months thereafter to prevent any 'rug pull'.
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Charities
Our aim is simple – to aid homeless charities all over the world.
With 4% of every transaction of VOYCEToken going towards aiding homeless charities, we WILL make a
difference.
We have already chosen our first charities to receive donations. ‘Self Help Africa’ and ‘Novas’ will
receive our first donations taking place on 1st September 2021.
As we grow, our portfolio of charities will also grow. Again we will ask our community to recommend
charities for donations. Although we are developing an app to allow wallet holders to nominate
charities to receive donations, you can now send an email to charity@voycetoken.com to nominate.
Just tell us a little about the good work your chosen charity is doing.

Founded: 1984
Self Help Africa is an international charity that promotes and implements long-term rural development
projects in Africa. Self Help Africa merged with Gorta in July 2014, and the group of companies operates
under the Self Help name. Existing funding partners include European Union, UK Aid, US Aid and Google.

Founded: 2002
Novas is a voluntary organisation working with families and single adults who are disadvantaged and
socially excluded; primarily those who are homeless or at risk of being homeless. They provide a range
of services and accommodation for marginalised households throughout Ireland. They offer bespoke,
client-centred services, based on empirical evidence of eighteen years’ experience of working with
people who are homeless.
Novas believe ‘Everyone is entitled to a home.’
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Team
We have assembled a very experienced team to ensure we deliver on our roadmap.
CEO
- Experienced program director delivering practical and commercially viable outcomes in the tech
sector.
- 20+ years’ software R&D experience and applications development aligned with extensive
product/project management including Fintech and Blockchain. (Former ‘HEAD OF
BLOCKCHAIN’ ast one of Ireland’s Largest Tech Research Centres)
- Founder of a number of tech companies since 2005.
- 20+ years’ Tech Commercialisation Experience.
COO
- Highly effective Global Business Operations Executive with over 25 years’ experience.
- Qualified software engineer with vast commercial acumen.
- Talent Acquisition & Global Retail Partnerships
- Operational & Financial planning coupled with Risk and Strategy Analysis.
CMO
- Experienced online marketer specialising in cryptocurrency.
- Successfully promoted and launched cryptocurrency leading a team of marketers.
- Multi-channel exposure resulting in global trending currency.
- Delivered muiti-million dollar market cap.
Development Team
- Our team of engineers consist of full stack developers, cloud computing architects and
Blockchain experts.
- Experienced in Software and Enterprise solutions.
Although we have finalised our initial leadership team to carry us through pre-launch and the initial
launch itself, we have formalised our recruitment drive to ensure we can on-board the additional
skillsets required to fulfil our future roadmap. This recruitment will continue in 2022.
We want our community to be part of everything we do. So with that in mind, if you feel you have the
experience and necessary skills to become part of our ambitious team, we are open to hearing what you
have to say.
Don’t be shy. Email us your credentials. cv@voycetoken.com
Each email will be responded to personally by our leadership team!
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Disclaimers
This whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding this
whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided in the whitepaper.

Whitepaper content
This whitepaper provides content of a generic nature. Reliance on the contents of this
whitepaper is taken entirely at your own risk. In no way are the creators of the whitepaper
(VOYCEToken Team) responsible for any actions, decisions, or any behaviour taken or not taken by you
based on your reliance upon the whitepaper. You are not authorized, nor should you, rely on the
whitepaper as legal advice, business advice, financial advice or advice of any kind.

Risks
The VOYCEToken Team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency/crypto token should be
bought, sold, or held by you. Always conduct your own research and due diligence and consult your
financial advisor before making any financial decisions. By purchasing VOYCEToken, you agree that you
are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the VOYCEToken Team not liable for
any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the VOYCEToken Team is presenting the token
“as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You agree that by purchasing or
exchanging VOYCEToken’s you may not claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or activity from
VOYCEToken, nor any of the VOYCEToken Team members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality
of the VOYCEToken Technical Suite, the as well as the VOYCEToken Project mentioned within the
present whitepaper is of purely technical nature and not related to any legal claim of any VOYCEToken
holder.

Regulatory Obligations
The VOYCEToken Team does not guarantee any compliance with any countries regulations
across the world. Before you make any purchase, ensure make sure that you comply with your local
laws and regulations.

Limitation of Liability
Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the contributors to this whitepaper be liable
for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data
arising out of or in any way connected with the use of this whitepaper.

Future Statements
There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such statements
are subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. The actual results or events that transpire in the future may be different
from what is implied here. The team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking
statements outlined in this whitepaper.
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